NGF film strikes a chord the industry can replay

By Peter Blais

Anyone who saw the film "Our Common Ground" kicking off November's "Golf Summit '90" in Palm Spring, Calif., had to feel a little better about the golf industry heading into the two-day, biennial conference.

The 11/2-minute video was designed to "basically cover everything we'd be discussing at the conference," said National Golf Foundation Communications Manager Marty Becker.

While it accomplished that task, the medley of clips showing everyone from Arnold Palmer to Jackie Gleason to Joe Nextdoor swinging a golf club, spiced with some saucy old and new tunes, also left the 600 attenders with a collective smile.

"We were very happy with the way it turned out," said Becker, whose agency was one of 40 sources producing the film. "It can be shown at association or industry meetings, hotel and residential resort events, or for footage and music in piecing together the film.

"We've gotten a lot of requests from people wanting to borrow it. We've got about a dozen copies we've loaned out to people who were at the summit."

Because of copyright and union restrictions associated with using existing footage, the film cannot be used for commercial purposes, said Tony Winch, president of Plymouth, Mass.-based Winch & Partners, which is being turned in cooperation of the NGF.

"Our Common Ground" opens with shots from some of the country's most scenic courses to the accompaniment of Louis Armstrong singing "What a Wonderful World."

The idea that golf is for everyone is one of the film's main themes. A shot of Arnold Palmer and Gary Player shaking hands followed by a pair of unknown golfers high-fiving one another gets that point across. So, too, do views of children and disabled golfers on the practice range setting up Greg Norman's "majestic fairway wood to a distant green."

"Our Common Ground" is generally upbeat. But it does point out some of the challenges facing the self-proclaimed "Sport of the '90s."

Finding space on already overcrowded courses for the record number of women and junior golfers taking up the game is one issue addressed.

The need for more facilities is brought home by a retired military man who spent years "waiting and waiting" while in the service. He swore he would never wait again. But as he and two friends sit dejectedly in a golf cart waiting to tee off in the early-morning light at Bethpage State Park Golf Course in Farmingdale, N.Y., he mutters, "Here I am, waiting again."


That sets up a series of clips, including some incredible shots by a handful of the best-known PGA and LPGA players. The clips of Jackie Gleason hammering it up on "The Honeymooners" and Lucille Ball doing the same on "I Love Lucy" bring a chuckle.

"But the fun stuff was the public golf footage," said Winch, referring to such clips as a woman dubbing a pitch shot and the startled expression of a man sinking a 35-foot putt.

"You don't come across much footage of ordinary people playing. It's fun to see the amateurs hacking away like the rest of us."

Winch's firm spent three weeks reviewing and selecting the best footage while writing the script with the cooperation of the NGF. Three days of editing and another two of post-production resulted in the final product.

"We got lots of cooperation from the industry. That's what made it possible," Winch said.

Columbia has exceptional Fusarium blight resistance and tolerance to stripe rust, good leaf spot, leaf rust, stem rust, dollar spot and stripe smut resistance. Columbia has good winter color and early spring green-up.

Columbia produces a moderately low growing, medium textured turf with a bright medium dark green color. Midnight is the darkest green bluegrass available today. Midnight's low growing, compact dense turf has good heat and cold tolerance. Midnight offers good resistance to leaf spot, stem rust, stripe smut and dollar spot. Midnight adds deep, dark green color to Galaxy . . . or any turf.

Challenger has a bright dark green color and is low growing with medium fine leaves and medium high density. Challenger has good tolerance to stripe rust, and resistance to Helminthosporium leaf spot, leaf and stem rust, stripe smut, dollar spot and Fusarium blight. Challenger is fast emerging for quicker establishment.